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ABSTRACT DNA strand displacement is a key reaction in DNA homologous recombination and DNA mismatch repair and is
also heavily utilized in DNA-based computation and locomotion. Despite its ubiquity in science and engineering, sequence-
dependent effects of displacement kinetics have not been extensively characterized. Here, we measured toehold-mediated
strand displacement kinetics using single-molecule fluorescence in the presence of a single basepair mismatch. The apparent
displacement rate varied significantly when the mismatch was introduced in the invading DNA strand. The rate generally
decreased as the mismatch in the invader was encountered earlier in displacement. Our data indicate that a single base pair
mismatch in the invader stalls branch migration and displacement occurs via direct dissociation of the destabilized incumbent
strand from the substrate strand. We combined both branch migration and direct dissociation into a model, which we term
the concurrent displacement model, and used the first passage time approach to quantitatively explain the salient features of
the observed relationship. We also introduce the concept of splitting probabilities to justify that the concurrent model can be
simplified into a three-step sequential model in the presence of an invader mismatch. We expect our model to become a powerful
tool to design DNA-based reaction schemes with broad functionality.
INTRODUCTION
DNA strand displacement is a reaction where one of the
strands in a double-stranded DNA is replaced with another
nearly identical strand. It is a fundamental mechanism to ex-
change genetic material and plays an essential role in ho-
mologous recombination (1) and mismatch repair (2,3).
DNA strand displacement involves three single strands
named the ‘‘invader’’, the ‘‘incumbent’’, and the ‘‘substrate’’
strands, and can be abstracted to a swapping reaction be-
tween the invader and the incumbent strands on the substrate
strand. The invader can then be viewed as an input signal
while the incumbent can be seen as an output signal. At
this level of abstraction, DNA strand displacement can be
idealized into ‘‘tinker toys’’ that fit together to form com-
plex, interactive networks in the field of nanotechnology
(4–7) with applications in diverse areas such as biosensing
(8,9), DNA construction (10–12), DNA motors (13–17),
and DNA computation (18–23).

One class of strand displacements known as toehold-
mediated DNA strand displacement is particularly useful
because of sequence-dependent controllability. In this reac-
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tion, the shorter incumbent forms a partial duplex with the
longer, complementary substrate (Fig. 1). The invader then
hybridizes with the toehold, the unbound region of the
partially duplexed complement. The reaction is thought to
proceed through a branch migration process until the incum-
bent is completely displaced (24). The thermodynamics of
this reaction is straightforward: the final state forms more
canonical Watson-Crick basepairs and, therefore, must be
lower in free energy than the initial state. In comparison,
kinetics of strand displacement can vary by several orders
of magnitude as a function of toehold length (25) and
mismatch position (26).

However, current models of DNA strand displacement
are either too simplified (25) or too detailed (24,26) to
capture position-dependent sequence effects on strand
displacement kinetics. This study seeks to build a reaction
scheme for toehold-mediated DNA strand displacement ki-
netics at the single basepair level. To construct this model,
we measured the strand displacement rate in the presence
of a mismatched basepair in the invader and the incumbent
using single-molecule fluorescence. We found that a
mismatch in the invader could dramatically slow down
the strand displacement rate when positioned near the
toehold. Based on this observation, we devised a reaction
scheme that includes both branch migration and direct
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FIGURE 1 Measuring strand displacement. (a)

Experimental design. Three single strands of

DNA termed substrate (black), incumbent (or-

ange), and invader (blue) strands participate in

strand displacement. Cy5 attached to the substrate

is initially quenched due to the black hole quencher

on the incumbent. When the incumbent is displaced

by the invader, Cy5 recovers its fluorescence. (b)

Cy5 signal during strand displacement. Shown is

the fluorescence time trajectory of a single Cy5

molecule obtained by total internal reflection mi-

croscopy. Invader molecules were introduced via

flow (dashed line at 10 s). A large, single, and

sudden increase in fluorescence indicates displace-

ment. (c) Extracting the apparent strand displace-

ment rate. Two sets of sample data and their

respective fits are plotted. Molecule count is calcu-

lated via in-house code scripted in MATLAB (The

MathWorks). The data are fitted to single exponen-

tial curves with an origin at the injection time (10 s

after starting acquisition). MFPTs are approxi-

mated as the reciprocal of the fitted rate constants.

To see this figure in color, go online.

Mismatch Effect in Strand Displacement
dissociation of the incumbent, which can be analyzed with
ease using the first passage time approach. The observed
dependence of strand displacement rate on mismatch posi-
tion suggests that a single mismatched nucleotide in the
invader can stall branch migration, and that direct dissoci-
ation of the incumbent, but not complete branch migration,
terminates DNA strand displacement. Our model analysis
thus reveals direct dissociation of the incumbent as an
essential pathway of DNA strand displacement.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample preparation

Custom DNA oligomers were purchased from Integrated DNA Technolo-

gies (Coralville, IA), which were internally labeled near the 50 end with

a Cy5 fluorophore to increase photostability (27) and a biotin linker at

the 30 end for surface immobilization. The 26-nt sequence was chosen

as a complement to a region of mRNA-encoding yellow fluorescent

protein. The 14-nt incumbent sequences labeled with a BHQ-3 dark
quencher at the 30 end were commercially synthesized by Biosearch Tech-

nologies (Petaluma, CA). The 24-nt invader sequences were purchased

from Eurofins Scientific (Huntsville, AL). Single mismatch strands were

chosen to preserve the pyrimidine/purine ratio by exchanging G 4 A

and T 4 C. The specific sequences are in Tables S1–S3 in the Supporting

Material.
Experimental setup

Objective-type total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy was

implemented to image individual molecules. A commercially available

microscope (No. IX81; Olympus, Melville, NY) was used to image Cy5 flu-

orophores excited by a 640 nm laser (CUBE 640-30FP; Coherent, Santa

Clara, CA). Binned images (2 � 2) were captured with an electron-multi-

plying charge-coupled device (DU-897ECS0-#BV; Andor Technology,

Belfast, UK), and images were recorded at 10 fps with 100-ms exposure

time using our in-house software. Experiments were performed on flow

cells constructed as previously described in Le and Kim (28), and a syringe

pump (NE-1000; New Era Pump System, Farmingdale, NY) was used to

control flow volume and flow rate (10 mL/s).

The surfacewaspassivatedwith biotinylatedbovine serumalbumin tomini-

mizenonspecificbinding.After neutravidin coating, theCy5-labeled substrate
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molecules were immobilized at 50 pM in solution. Next, 20 mL of dark

quencher-labeled incumbent strands were pumped into the flow cell at

200 nM. After 5 min, excess dark quencher probes were washed away with

oxygen-scavenging imaging buffer (29), which contained 1 mM 6-hydroxy-

2,5,7,8- tetramethylchroman-2-carboxylic acid (Trolox), 5 mM protocate-

chuic acid, 100 nM protocatechuate 3,4-dioxygenase, 100 mM Tris-HCl

(pH 7), and 300 mM NaCl. Strand displacement was initiated by pumping

invader strands in imaging buffer at 2 mM into the flow cell.

As the incumbent was displaced, fluorescent signal reappeared. The re-

appearance of fluorescent signal was recorded and analyzed using in-house

MATLAB software (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). The molecule count

(cumulative sum) was fitted to a single exponential curve and from that

curve an overall rate of strand displacement was extracted. The MFPT

was estimated as the reciprocal of the extracted rate. The experiment was

repeated in triplicate for all single mismatch strands derived from the

perfectly matched incumbent and invader.
A ¼

2
666666664

ka þ d0 �d00 �d01 �d02 / �d0
n�2 �d0

n�1
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:

(3)
Concurrent displacement model

We define a one-dimensional (1D) lattice with n sites, where n is the number

of bases in the incumbent strand. For simplicity, we assume that the rate of

breaking individual basepairs is slower than the reverse rate of formation.

Under this assumption, the incumbent and the invader would remain

completely zippered up with the substrate strand. Therefore, we can specify

each intermediate state with one state variable i, which is equal to the num-

ber of displaced basepairs. For example, i¼ 0 represents the state where the

invader has not displaced any basepair, and i ¼ n � 1 corresponds to a state

where the invader has displaced all but one basepair between the incumbent

and the substrate. We add two boundary states (C and V) to this Markov

chain. C stands for the incumbent-only state, and V for the invader-only

state. Branch migration at ith lattice site is performed in single steps at for-

ward and reverse rates, fi and ri, respectively. It is important to note that

these rates are expected to be much slower than the single basepair opening

(fraying) rate because a single fraying event does not necessarily lead to

branch migration. As it stands, this model is equivalent to a random walk

with a perfectly reflecting boundary on the left (C) and perfectly absorbing

boundary on the right (V). MFPT of this 1D model can be easily derived

with or without a kinetic barrier (see the Supporting Material).

We can extend this model further to include direct dissociation of the

invader and incumbent. As shown in Fig. 2 b, the invader and the incumbent

can dissociate at rates d0i and di, respectively, from each state. This model

scheme is thus similar to a general kinetic proofreading scheme (30) with

additional feedforward paths to the final state. Given the toehold length

of nt , the invader is held by nt þ i basepairs in state i and, therefore, expe-

riences a decrease in dissociation rate as more basepairs are formed.

Conversely, because the incumbent is held by n� i basepairs in state i,

the dissociation rate would become larger as more basepairs are displaced.

According to the previous work by Anshelevich et al. (31), the relationship

between duplex dissociation rate ðkdðNbpÞÞ and the number of basepairs

ðNbpÞ is given by
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kd
�
Nbp

� ¼ 2k0Nbp

sNbp�1
; (1)

where s is termed the stability factor equal to the ratio of rates of closing to

opening for a single basepair, and k0 is the unzipping rate of a single base-
pair at the melting temperature. This expression is essentially identical to

the expression used by Zhang and Winfree (25).

The MFPT of the concurrent model requires consideration of the master

equation

dx

dt
¼ �Ax; (2)

where x is defined as the ðnþ 1Þ � 1 state vector with probabilities in each

state ðxjðtÞÞ as components, and A is an ðnþ 1Þ � ðnþ 1Þ transition matrix,
which is nearly tridiagonal, with components:
If the initial condition is given by xjð0Þ ¼ dj1, the MFPT (t) can be ex-

pressed with matrix determinants as (32)

t ¼

��������

1 1 / 1

a21 a22 / a2n
« « «
an1 an2 / ann

����������������

a11 a12 / a1n
a21 a22 / a2n
« « «
an1 an2 / ann

��������

; (4)

where aij is the element of A.

Without a mismatch, branch migration rate is the same in both direc-

tions ðfi�1 ¼ riÞ. In comparison, a mismatch in the incumbent speeds up

forward migration by a ratio a, and a mismatch in the invader speeds

up reverse migration by the same ratio. The value a, termed the mismatch

migration ratio, should be much larger than one. Assuming that branch

migration rates are identical to f for all nucleotides without a mismatch,

the MFPT can be uniquely determined with the five parameters ka, k0,

s, f, and a.
Splitting probabilities

For the concurrent model, it is of particular interest to ask from which

state the incumbent dissociates most frequently. This concept is related

to splitting probabilities in stochastic processes. In our model, the

incumbent strand can reach the absorbing boundary state (V) from

nþ 1 different states. The time dependence of V is given by the

rate equation
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FIGURE 2 Strand displacement models. (a) Concurrent displacement

model (yin-yang model). Strand displacement is preceded by a state occu-

pied by the incumbent only (C). Branch migration begins after the toehold

annealing step ðkaÞ. The branch point can take any value (i) between 0 and n
� 1 and migrate toward nearest neighbors with a forward rate (fi) and a

reverse rate (ri). V is the invader-only state. Concurrently with branch

migration, the invader and the incumbent can dissociate from any interme-

diate state with rates ðd0i and diÞ that depend on the number of base pairs. (b)

Sequential displacement model. The initial state and the final state are iden-

tical to C and V. The orange, black, and blue line segments represent the

incumbent, substrate, and invader, respectively. The invader may anneal

(ka) and dissociate ðk0dÞ with the toehold reversibly. Afterward, branch

migration (kb) proceeds until a mismatch is encountered at state j – 1 or

the incumbent strand is significantly destabilized at state nth. From either

state, the incumbent can irreversibly dissociate (kd). To see this figure in

color, go online.

Mismatch Effect in Strand Displacement
dVðtÞ
dt

¼
Xnþ1

j¼ 1

kjxjðtÞ; (5)

where kj is the dissociation rate constant from the jth state. In the long time

limit, the system will be completely depleted of the incumbent through
nþ 1 channels,

Vðt/NÞ ¼
Xnþ1

j¼ 1

ZN

0

kjxjðtÞdth
Xnþ1

j¼ 1

pj; (6)

where pj is the splitting probability through the jth state. Using eigen-

decomposition of A, it is straightforward to show
pj ¼ kj

ZN

0

xjðtÞdt ¼ kj

ZN

0

Xnþ1

i¼ 1

�
e�At

�
ji
xið0Þdt

¼ kj
Xnþ1

i¼ 1

�
A�1

�
ji
xið0Þ; (7)
where A�1 is the inverse matrix of A. Thus, with the initial condition

xjð0Þ ¼ dj1, we obtain the following formula for splitting probabilities

pj ¼ kj
C1j

jA j ; (8)

where C is the cofactor matrix of A. The value pj is also related to the

MFPT (Eq. 4) according to
t ¼
Xnþ1

j¼ 1

pj

kj
: (9)

Sequential displacement model

One can also build a three-step sequential model (Fig. 2 b) that qualitatively

captures the effect of a mismatch on strand displacement. The first step is

toehold formation through annealing ðkaÞ accompanied by reverse dissoci-

ation ðk0dÞ. The second step is reversible branch migration ðkbÞ. The third

step is dissociation of the incumbent ðkdÞ, which is irreversible in our exper-
iment. The key difference of the model from the concurrent model is that

branch migration and dissociation occur in a serial fashion. The MFPT

(t) for this reaction is given by

tz
1

ka
þ 1

kb
þ 2

kd
: (10)

This equation can be derived from either Eq. 4 or Eq. S2 under the approxi-

mation that the invader association rate is faster than the dissociation rate
ðka [ k0dÞ. The third step (incumbent dissociation) can occur from a state

where (1) branch migration is stalled due to a mismatch in the invader, or

(2) the incumbent-substrate interaction is significantly weakened, with only

a few intact basepairs left between them. We model that nth number of base-

pairs have to be displaced for the incumbent to dissociate. The branchmigra-

tion rate ðkbÞ also depends onmigration distance ðNbpÞ, which can be derived
from the MFPTof a standard one-step process (Eq. S1) as

kb
�
Nbp

� ¼ 2f

Nbp

�
Nbp þ 1

�: (11)

If the mismatch in the jth position is encountered before nth, branch migra-

tion stalls at state j � 1. In the absence of a mismatch, branch migration
continues until the threshold state nth. Whichever occurs first becomes

the state where the incumbent dissociates ðminðj � 1; nthÞÞ. Therefore, we
can express the dependence of Eq. 10 on mismatch position as

t ¼ 1

ka
þ 1

kbðminðj � 1; nthÞÞ þ
2

kdðn�minðj � 1; nthÞÞ:
(12)

Data fitting

Nonlinear least-squares fitting was performed with lsqcurvefit of the

MATLAB Optimization Toolbox. Equation 4 was used as the fitting func-

tion. All individual measurements were fitted with equal weight using

shared fitting parameters. These measurements include mismatch in the

invader and the incumbent as well as the perfect match strand.
RESULTS

We performed toehold-mediated strand displacement by
challenging a surface-immobilized substrate-incumbent
Biophysical Journal 110, 1476–1484, April 12, 2016 1479
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partial duplex with invader strands free in solution. In this
experimental scheme, every reaction step can be treated as
first order. Formation of partial duplexes between the sub-
strate and the incumbent on the surface led to disappearance
of most Cy5 spots due to quenching. Upon perfusion of the
invader, Cy5 spots reappeared over time, which was inter-
preted as strand displacement (see Movie S1). We counted
individual spots over time and extracted the apparent
displacement rate from single exponential fitting. We per-
formed this experiment in triplicate for 15 invaders (14
mismatch strands þ match strand). In Fig. 3 a, we plotted
the strand displacement rates measured for each mismatch
position. It took ~2 s for a perfectly matching invader to
displace the incumbent (red point, Fig. 3 a). When the
mismatch was introduced in the invader, strand displace-
ment became slower, especially for the first four positions
near the toehold region. The relationship was overall mono-
tonic (except strands 7–10) with a roughly 70-fold change in
the observed rate between the strands with a mismatch in the
first and last positions. The effect of the invader mismatch is
the strongest at the first position, but seems to be signifi-
cantly weakened by position 6.

We suspected that the deviation from this trend at posi-
tions 7–10 might stem from a secondary structure in the
invader. Strands 7 and 8, for example, are predicted to
form stable hairpins (Fig. S2). Thus, we designed new se-
quences free of secondary structure for another set of strand
displacement experiments. The invaders we tried were per-
fect match and mismatch at positions 1 and 7. The rate
measured with the new mismatch 7 strand was significantly
faster, similar to the baseline, whereas the rates measured
with the new perfect match and mismatch 1 strands re-
mained unchanged. This result lends support to our specula-
tion that the deviant points are caused by secondary
structure.

We performed a similar experiment to explore the rela-
tionship between displacement rate and single mismatch po-
sition on the incumbent strand. In Fig. 3 b, we plotted the
measured strand displacement rates for each mismatch posi-
a b

and mismatch position 1 strand, but there is a clear distinction for the misma

mismatch position does not have a significant effect on the MFPT. To see this fi
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tion. In contrast to the dynamic pattern for the invader
mismatch, there is relatively little variation in displacement
rate against the mismatch position in the incumbent strand.
All rates were similar to the displacement rate without a
mismatch (red point, Fig. 3 b). This incumbent mismatch
experiment serves to control for the possibility of interacting
dangling ends because the same dangling ends are available
to interact in both the invader and incumbent mismatch. The
lack of variation in rate over mismatch position for the
incumbent implies that the observed complex behavior for
the invader mismatch (Fig. 3 a) is not due to interacting
dangling ends. These two sets of experiments corroborate
the intuition that it is easier to displace a mismatch strand
with a match strand than vice versa. Also, it confirms the
previous inference of branch migration rate of 1 s�1 over
a similar length of displacement domain (25). In contrast,
a mismatch in the invader can dramatically slow down
strand displacement, especially if placed near the toehold.
This implies that the mismatch effect could be modeled as
a localized kinetic barrier that disrupts zipping of the
invader.

To understand the mismatch effect in a quantitative
fashion, we attempted to model toehold-mediated strand
displacement as a 1D random walk (33,34) with a single
misstep (see the Supporting Material). This model assumes
that displacement of the incumbent occurs via complete
branch migration toward the boundary. The branch point
moves much faster forward upon an incumbent mismatch
and much faster backward with an invader mismatch. Deri-
vation of the MFPT is straightforward for both invader and
incumbent mismatches, and the analytical formulae are pre-
sented as Eq. S3 in the Supporting Material. However, this
model incorrectly predicts a parabolic dependence of rate
on mismatch position, with the mismatch in the center hav-
ing the most significant effect (35). While further inclusion
of a slow initiation step causes the model to produce a gen-
eral monotonic trend (Fig. S1), it still cannot produce the
sharp drop in rate observed over the first few positions.
The failure of the one-dimensional model prompted us to
FIGURE 3 Observed displacement MFPTs. Mole-

cule number was counted as a function of time and

fitted to a single rate, and MFPT was calculated as

the reciprocal of that rate. We plot the average and

standard deviation of observed MFPT against the

mismatch position in both the invader and incumbent.

The perfect match case is plotted in red without an

x-label. The strands designed to be free of secondary

structure are plotted in blue triangles. (a) Invader

mismatch. The MFPT generally increases with

mismatch position and shows a nearly 70-fold varia-

tion overall. Notably, at positions 7, 8, and 9, the

MFPTs are higher than the overall trend. The

MFPTs for strands without secondary structure align

closely with their counterparts for the match strand

tch position 7 strands. (b) Incumbent mismatch. In comparison to (a) the

gure in color, go online.
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extend the model by including direct dissociation of the
incumbent even before the branch point reaches the end.
We reasoned that these direct dissociation paths would
become important especially when branch migration is hin-
dered or when the incumbent binding is severely weakened
near the latter stage of branch migration. This model is
termed the ‘‘concurrent displacement’’ model, and is sche-
matized in an aesthetic ‘‘yin-yang’’ pattern as shown in
Fig. 2 a. We performed nonlinear least-squares fitting of
MFPT (Eq. 4) to the measured displacement times. The
dissociation rate ðd00Þ of the invader from the toehold was
directly measured (Fig. S3) and constrained in the fitting.
All other invader dissociation rates ðd0i¼1;2;.;n�1Þ were ex-
pressed in relation to the measured value d00 by a single
parameter s according to Eq. 1. The four data points at
mismatch positions 7, 8, 9, and 10 that markedly deviated
from the monotonic pattern were omitted, which we justify
based on our additional measurement with strands rationally
designed to be free of secondary structures (blue triangles,
Fig. 3). As shown in Fig. 4 a, the concurrent displacement
model can well fit both observed relationships with a com-
mon set of parameters. The mismatch migration ratio (a) di-
verges, and therefore an upper bound was placed. The best
fit produces the association rate ðkaÞ of 0.6 s�1, the dissoci-
ation rate constant ðk0Þ of 3 � 105 s�1, the branch migration
rate (f) of 10 s�1, and the stability factor (s) of 5.1.

The association rate, ~0.6 s�1 at ~2 mM, is similar to the
association rate constant measured in bulk (~1 mM�1s�1),
considering the surface effect (36) or differences in salt con-
dition or temperature (25,37). This value is also close to the
association rate (1 s�1 at 2 mM) inferred from our separate
measurement of concentration dependence (Fig. S3). The
extracted branch migration step time is 100 ms. This is
seemingly much longer than the 2.5 ms previously inferred
based on the three-step displacement model (25). This
disparity, however, is not due to different measurements of
apparent branch migration rates ðkbÞ, but likely due to
different models used to infer the step rate (f). For example,
the apparent time it takes to displace a 14-nt domain in our
match position varying from 1 to 7 (top to bottom, left), and from 8 to 14

used to calculate the probabilities. (Red vertical dash) Mismatch position. To
experiment is ~1 s (red point in Fig. 3), similar to the in-
ferred branch migration rate of ~1 s over a 20-nt domain
(25). The spontaneous unzipping rate of a single basepair
ðk0Þ is estimated to be 106 s�1 to 107 s�1 (24,31). Our esti-
mate of 3 � 105 s�1 is within an order of magnitude, and is
also similar to a thermodynamic estimate (6� 105 s�1) used
by Zhang and Winfree (25). Finally, the extracted stability
factor (s) is 5.1, which indicates that the basepair is 5.1
times more likely to close than open. This ratio is close to
the 100.6 measurement obtained by extrapolation of a semi-
analytical calculation (38).

To gain more insights into the mismatch effect, we calcu-
lated the probability that the incumbent strand dissociates
from each state using the parameters obtained from fitting
to the concurrent model. This probability is conceptually
similar to the splitting probabilities between different
absorbing states in a one-step process (39). In our concur-
rent model, the splitting probabilities leading to the
absorbing state V can be calculated using Eq. 8. In
Fig. 4 b, the splitting probability for each state i is plotted
as a bar graph with varying mismatch positions marked by
red vertical lines. As expected, the splitting probabilities
sum to one in all cases. For early mismatch positions (left
half, Fig. 4 b), splitting probabilities past the mismatch po-
sition are zero, which indicates that branch migration does
not proceed beyond the mismatch. For late mismatch posi-
tions (right half, Fig. 4 b), the incumbent dissociation is
complete even before the mismatch is encountered, which
explains why the displacement rate is not affected by
the mismatch. The key insight from this model analysis is
that the invader mismatch stops branch migration, and
displacement is terminated by incumbent dissociation, not
by branch migration. Based on this insight, we can build a
simpler sequential displacement model (Fig. 2 b) to ratio-
nalize the observed dependence of strand displacement
rate on mismatch position. The MFPT of this reaction
scheme is expressed as a sum of three terms: associa-
tion time, branch migration time, and dissociation time
(Eq. 12). The position dependence mainly arises from the
FIGURE 4 Model analysis. (a) Fit for concur-

rent displacement model. The plot shows the

relationship between the apparent mean dis-

placement time versus the mismatch position in

the invader (blue) and the incumbent (orange).

We used five fitting parameters, the annealing

rate (ka), the dissociation rate constant (k0),

the branch migration rate (f), the stability

factor (s), and the mismatch migration ratio (a).

The points included in the fitting routine are

marked by �. (Dashed lines) Fit by our

model; (dotted lines) 95% confidence intervals

at the input values. (b) Splitting probability

distribution. The bar graphs show the splitting

probability versus state number with the mis-

(top to bottom, right). The parameters obtained from the fit in (a) were

see this figure in color, go online.
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third term, which decreases with increasing mismatch posi-
tion only up to some threshold state (nth) and remains un-
changed beyond it.
DISCUSSION

In this study, we designed a surfaced-based single-molecule
assay to measure kinetics of toehold-mediated DNA strand
displacement and its dependence on a basepair mismatch.
In contrast to bulk measurements (24–26), our assay pro-
duces the strand displacement rate from a first-order reac-
tion, which does not depend on substrate concentration.
Furthermore, due to the long toehold and high invader
concentration used in our assay, strand displacement is
completed in a timescale of a few seconds (or minutes
with a mismatch), significantly faster than typical bulk ex-
periments. Due to this high efficiency, we expect our exper-
imental method to become a powerful tool for the study of
the biophysics of branch migration. Although not exploited
in this study, the single-molecule aspect of our method can
produce the full distribution of individual strand displace-
ment times as well (30,40), which will be a topic of our
future study.

Recently, the effect of an invader mismatch was studied
in bulk (26). This study found a similar qualitative depen-
dence of displacement rate on mismatch position to ours,
and hinted direct incumbent dissociation as an important
pathway for displacement. The authors made an extra effort
to preserve the trinucleotide sequence around a mismatch to
minimize variation in mismatch free energy, which led to
omission of some mismatch positions including the first.
A qualitative explanation based on dynamics simulation
was given, but a quantitative model predictive of displace-
ment rates was missing. Our study thus complements the
previous study by testing the mismatch effect in both the
invader and the incumbent, at different positions, and with
different DNA sequences. More importantly, we present a
quantitative model and a first passage time approach to
rationalize the mismatch effect.

Our concurrent model uses an intermediate level of
coarse-graining compared to two types of previous models
for toehold-mediated strand displacement. The first type is
the three-step displacement model, which breaks the reac-
tion into bimolecular toehold binding, unimolecular branch
migration, and unimolecular dissociation from the final state
(25). The second type is a more detailed model at the molec-
ular level, which includes intermediate states during branch
migration (24). Because the three-step model coarse-grains
all of branch migration into a single step, it cannot readily
incorporate nucleotide-level effects. The second model is
thorough, but implementation and analysis of this model
requires dynamics simulations with constraints and pre-
equilibrium assumptions (26). In comparison, our concur-
rent displacement model is straightforward to analyze
using the first passage time approach presented here.
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A complete understanding of the concurrent model re-
quires solving the master equation (Eq. 2). However,
because the system has many intermediate states with tran-
sition rates of similar magnitudes, the time dependence of
the probability distribution ðxjðtÞÞ is expected to be charac-
terized by multiple exponential terms, and cannot be easily
subjected to fitting analysis. The MFPT approach bypasses
this technical difficulty. Unlike xjðtÞ, calculation of the
MFPT can be easily done without solving the master equa-
tion. Moreover, splitting probabilities can be easily ob-
tained as well. The quantitative framework we employed
here can thus be applied to any other complex reaction
scheme.

In fitting a five-parameter model to 24 data points, we
recognize that precise values of each parameter become
difficult to determine. This limited range of data points is
inherent to the nature of the experiment. A larger data set re-
quires a longer invader, which would become more suscep-
tible to secondary structure formation and more spurious
intermolecular interactions. Further, sequence dependence
in individual steps of branch migration can lead to devia-
tions from our model prediction. Nevertheless, fitting pa-
rameters k0 and s are in agreement with other studies, and
ka ¼ 0:6 s�1 is similar to our own estimate of 1 s�1

(Fig. S3). Based on the extracted k0 and s, the dissociation
rate of the incumbent from state 4 is predicted to be
2.6 s�1. If complete basepairing of the substrate is assumed,
state 4 corresponds to 10 basepairs between the incumbent
and the substrate. But the dissociation rate of the 10-bp
duplex between the invader and the substrate was measured
to be much slower at 1/30 s�1. This comparison suggests
that in state 4, the incumbent-substrate interaction is mark-
edly destabilized probably due to a repulsive interaction be-
tween the incumbent and the invader near the branch point
(41). Interestingly, Srinivas et al. (24) found that branch
migration intermediates are destabilized by 3.4 kBT due to
dangling ends, which correspond to an ~30-fold change in
dissociation rate. Our model analysis is thus consistent
with the incumbent having effectively 2–3 fewer intact base-
pairs than indicated by the location of the branch point. In
other words, the incumbent is not completely zippered up
against the invader.

Our own estimation of branch migration time of ~100 ms
per basepair step, notwithstanding measurement and fitting
uncertainty, is much slower than predictions in the literature
based on basepair fraying and 1D rate models (24,25). But,
we think our estimation is plausible for a few reasons. A
single fraying event is not likely to provide enough room
or time for a base on another strand to invade. Thus, inva-
sion of a base in trans should occur only after many
fraying/unfraying events, which could explain our slow
branch migration rate. Also, 1D rate models are expected
to significantly overestimate migration rates by omitting
direct dissociation pathways, which are the dominant mech-
anisms of displacement. To the best of our knowledge,
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branch migration step time has not been measured directly
in the specific context for strand displacement. The branch
migration time in Holliday junctions is estimated to be
faster at 3.6 ms (42), but it is not accompanied by a pair
of free dangling ends that can destabilize the branch point
due to crowding (24) or thermal fluctuation (43). Also,
the low ionic strength used in our experiment may reduce
branch migration rate as low salt would lead to slower base-
pair formation (37). A different experimental strategy that
prevents or decouples direct dissociation of the incumbent
is certainly necessary to accurately measure the branch
migration rate.

We used high concentrations of invader strand to speed
up strand displacement and to minimize variability in our
measurement. We measured the displacement rate for the
perfect match invader as a function of concentration
(Fig. S3) and selected a concentration significantly above
the midpoint (~2 mM). In this regime, the displacement
rate is relatively insensitive to variation in concentration,
and allows us to compare rates with different invaders. It
was recently shown that DNA duplex can dissociate by
competing complementary single strands without toehold
mediation (44), but this effect kicks in at a much higher
concentration (~50 mM). Furthermore, the rates that we
observed are at least an order of magnitude faster.
Therefore, this mechanism cannot be relevant to our
observations.

We have not comprehensively investigated the origin of
deviation seen in invader mismatch strands 7, 8, 9, and 10.
These strands exhibit significantly slower displacement
rates than the rest, which led us to consider secondary struc-
ture formation. Using the secondary structure prediction
program Mfold (45), we find that invader strands 2, 3,
7, and 8 adopt a relatively stable secondary structure
(Fig. S2). Such secondary structure can negatively impact
strand displacement at the annealing step. In addition to in-
ternal secondary structure, individual strands can form tran-
sient basepairs with one another, which could also retard the
branch migration rate. The reduction in rate due to second-
ary structure would be more noticeable for 7 and 8 where
strand displacement is fast. Furthermore, measurements
for strands designed without secondary structure were
much closer to the expectation (Fig. 3, blue). We could
not account for the origin of outliers at positions 9 and 10
(Fig. 3).

Our method is not without limitations. First, we infer
MFPT by exponential extrapolation from the appearance
of fluorescence signal. In theory, MFPT cannot be measured
if the initial population size is not known or if the reaction
is not complete. Nonetheless, all displacement kinetics
curves and their exponential extrapolations have similar in-
tegrated areas (see Fig. 1 c), which indicates that our MFPT
estimation is accurate. Second, Cy5 and the quencher in
our experimental design might stack with each other or
with neighboring bases to affect the intrinsic dissociation
kinetics of the incumbent strand. However, such stabiliz-
ing interaction would only attenuate position-dependent
mismatch effect, if any. Moreover, a similar experimental
design did not affect the apparent displacement rate (26).
Therefore, the main conclusion we draw based on our model
is likely valid.

Our results have interesting implications for related areas
in biology. Given the role of strand displacement in homol-
ogous recombination, it is conceivable that the repair mech-
anism could be affected by a single base mismatch in a
position-dependent manner. In a more applied sense, posi-
tion dependence of strand displacement rate could be ex-
ploited to design masked probes for single-nucleotide
variant detection in vitro or in vivo with increased
specificity.
CONCLUSIONS

We used a novel (to our knowledge) experimental strategy
to study toehold-mediated DNA strand displacement as
a first-order reaction. At the single-molecule level, we
measured the apparent displacement rate through recovery
of fluorescence and found its strong dependence onmismatch
position in the invader. We rationalized the observed depen-
dence using the concurrent displacement model that allows
branch migration and dissociation of the incumbent. Our
model analysis suggests that a single basepair mismatch
in the invader poses an almost insurmountable kinetic
barrier to branch migration and reveals direct dissociation of
the destabilized incumbent as the dominant pathway for
displacement. We anticipate our kinetic model (which we
colloquially term the ‘‘yin-yang model’’) and the first
passage time approach to be highly relevant to an understand-
ing of dynamic response for an expansive range of complex
networks.
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